WEALTH without PHILANTHROPY is like Capitalism without Conscience, is like Government without Oversight, is like Eisenhower’s Farewell Address, and is CORRECTED with the launch of the New Republic.

“It is a crime for any citizen to shrink from controversy.”

“When truth represents an existential threat, then censorship is deployed.”

- John F. Kennedy.
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……starts with one person, one relationship, one family, one neighbor, one neighborhood, one community, one village, one city, one state, one nation, at a time....simultaneously.

X = New Republic = REGENERATIVE Globalism.

= BREAKTHROUGH ENERGY.

Go. Out. Do.

October 7, 2018.

“Unconscious decisions have consequences. Our assumptions drive our priorities, and in many cases we don’t even acknowledge they are there. Innovation arises from questioning old assumptions.” - R. Buckminster “Bucky” Fuller.

SYNCHRONICITY and ELECTRIC UNIVERSE.

Sent from the New Republic.

playlist.

Y = ridiculed purchased political parties x
career lobbyists x globalist mainstream media x career unelected Deep State bureaucrats x Hollywood elites x unprosecuted corruption x globalist banking cartels x globalist technocrats x pharmacological reprogramming x gross incompetence x lust for power x love of money x conspicuous consumption x corporate fascism x loss of Good Samaritans x accelerated singularity

CONSTITUTIONALISM.....is the new counterculture.